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Abstract
Background: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is one of the leading causes of death and permanent disability world-wide.

The predominant cause of death after TBI is brain edema which can be quantified by non-invasive diffusion-weighted

magnetic resonance imaging (DWI).

Purpose: To provide a better understanding of the early onset, time course, spatial development, and type of brain

edema after TBI and to correlate MRI data and the cerebral energy state reflected by the metabolite adenosine tri-

phosphate (ATP).

Material and Methods: The spontaneous development of lateral fluid percussion-induced TBI was investigated in the

acute (6 h), subacute (48 h), and chronic (7 days) phase in rats by MRI of quantitative T2 and apparent diffusion coefficient

(ADC) mapping as well as perfusion was combined with ATP-specific bioluminescence imaging and histology.

Results: An induced TBI led to moderate to mild brain damages, reflected by transient, pronounced development of

vasogenic edema and perfusion reduction. Heterogeneous ADC patterns indicated a parallel, but mixed expression of

vasogenic and cytotoxic edema. Cortical ATP levels were reduced in the acute and subacute phase by 13% and 27%,

respectively, but were completely normalized at 7 days after injury.

Conclusion: The partial ATP reduction was interpreted to be partially caused by a loss of neurons in parallel with

transient dilution of the regional ATP concentration by pronounced vasogenic edema. The normalization of energy

metabolism after 7 days was likely due to infiltrating glia and not to recovery. The MRI combined with metabolite

measurement further improves the understanding and evaluation of brain damages after TBI.
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Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is one of the leading
causes of death and permanent disability worldwide.
Each year 1.1 million Americans are treated in emer-
gency departments, 50,000 die, and another 235,000
are hospitalized for non-fatal TBI (1). The prevalence
of disability following hospitalization with TBI is 3.2
million in America (1,2).

The predominant cause of death and long-term dis-
ability after TBI is brain edema (3,4) which can be
analyzed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Non-invasive diffusion-weighted MRI (DWI) quanti-
fies the diffusion of water in the brain associated with
edema (5,6) and contributes essentially to the under-
standing of stroke and stroke-related cerebral edema
formation (4,7). The use of DWI offers the opportunity
to identify the predominant edema type after TBI and,
in this way, to distinguish between vasogenic and cyto-
toxic edema (4,8).

MRI is further applied to evaluate post-lesion events
and changes in TBI induced by lateral-fluid percussion
(LFP) (9,10). To detect diffuse lesions without hemor-
rhage, T2-weighted (T2W) MRI has been proven super-
ior over computed tomography (CT) (11). T2W MR
data of cortical lesions can be correlated with histologic
lesion volume, neurofunction, and allow a distinction
of mild and severe TBI of rats (9,10). Furthermore, this
multiparametric quantitative MRI show the potential
to predict the functional and histopathological outcome
for 6 and 12 months after injury (12,13) and findings
can be correlated with the state of cerebral energy
metabolites of focal and diffuse TBI (14,15).

Although many studies have investigated the forma-
tion of brain edema in experimental and clinical settings
by DWI, the underlying mechanisms remain poorly
defined and the findings and opinions remain heteroge-
neous in respect to the predominance of cytotoxic or
vasogenic form of traumatic brain edema (4,8,10,15).
Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to pro-
vide a better understanding of the early onset, time
course, spatial development, and type of brain edema
(i.e. cytotoxic vs. vasogenic) after TBI. Furthermore,
the study aimed at the correlation between MRI data
and the cerebral energy state which is reflected by the
metabolite adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Additional
insight was gained when combining perfusion-weighed
imaging (PWI), TWW MRI, and histopathology in
defined brain regions (regions of interest [ROI]).

Material and Methods

Animals and experimental protocol

All experimental procedures were approved by the local
authorities (LA NUVS; NRW; AZ: 23.303-K-K4, 28/

99). Male Sprague-Dawley rats (weight, 300–350 g;
n¼ 12; Harlan Winkelmann, Borchen, Germany) were
kept in individual cages for a minimum of 7 days prior
to any experimentation. Body weights were assessed at
baseline (24 h prior to injury), immediately prior to
injury, and then daily after injury until the animals
were sacrificed according to their scheduled survival
time. Animals were randomly assigned to one of the
following three experimental groups: (i) trauma induc-
tion and MRI after 4, 5, and 6 hours, followed by sub-
strate-specific bioluminescence imaging and histological
evaluation after 6 h (n¼ 4); (ii) trauma induction and
MRI after 48 hours, bioluminescence imaging and
histological evaluation after 48 h (n¼ 4); and (iii)
trauma induction and MRI after 7 days, biolumines-
cence imaging and histological evaluation after 7 days
(n¼ 4).

We have used the LFP brain injury model, as
described previously (16), being one of the most
widely used and well characterized models of experi-
mental TBI (17). The pressure pulse was measured
extracranially by a transducer (Gould Laboratories,
Pitman, NJ, USA), integrated in the impact device
and recorded on a computer oscilloscope emulation
program (R.C. Electronics Inc., Santa Barbara, CA,
USA). The trauma induction was performed at a pre-
defined moderate level (2.1 þ/– 0.2 atm) in order to
achieve moderate to mild brain damage (16,17).

Neurofunctional assessment and composite
neuroscore (NS)

The blinded evaluation of neuromotor impairment and
recovery after LFP was achieved using a composite
neuroscore test, as described previously (16,18). The
scores are averaged, and a composite neurological
motor score (0–28) is calculated for each animal from
the summation of individual test scores. Baseline com-
posite neuromotor scores were calculated 24 h prior to
injury. The degree of acute neurological impairment
after trauma and recovery was assessed at 24 h and
7days after impact.

MRI

Animals were intubated, mechanically ventilated, and
anesthetized with halothane (1%) in the inhalation gas
mixture (70% N2O, 29% O2). All MRI measurements
were performed in a 4.7T dedicated experimental
animal scanner (BioSpec 47/30, Bruker BioSpin,
Ettlingen, Germany), equipped with actively shielded
gradient coils (100mT/m; rise time <250ms). RF trans-
mission was achieved with a 12 cm diameter Helmholtz
coil, and signal detection with a 22mm diameter surface
coil, positioned above the skull of the animal. The RF
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coils were decoupled from each other: the Helmholtz
coil actively, and the receiver coil passively. Gradient
echo fast imaging pilot scans were used for accurate
positioning of the animal’s head in the magnet. T2W
images were acquired with a multi-slice multi-echo
Carr-Purcell-Maiboom-Gill spin echo sequence: repeti-
tion time (TR), 3 s; echo time (TE), 12.5ms; 16 echoes;
field of view (FOV), 4� 4 cm2; matrix, 128� 128; slice
thickness, 1.21mm; interslice distance, 1.75mm. Eight
coronal slices were recorded, covering a volume extend-
ing 10mm in the rostrocaudal direction, centered
around the cortical lesion.

DWIs were recorded with a multi-slice Stejskal-
Tanner spin echo sequence: TR/TE, 2325/35.2ms;
FOV, 4� 4 cm2; matrix, 128� 128; slice thickness,
1.21mm; interslice distance, 1.75mm. Data were col-
lected for two b-values: 30 and 1500 s/mm2. Images
were recorded for the same coronal slice positions,
chosen for T2W images.

Perfusion-weighted imaging (PWI) was performed
with arterial spin labelling (labelling time, 3 s). During
the first acquisition, arterial spins flowing through the
neck were inverted adiabatically (tagging) and the
inflow of labelled spins was detected with a
SNAPSHOT FLASH imaging sequence (19): TR/TE,
8.9/5.3ms; FOV, 4� 4 cm2; matrix, 128� 64; slice
thickness, 2mm. The second acquisition left the inflow-
ing spins undisturbed by changing the sign of the fre-
quency offset (untagged image). Eight tagged and
untagged images each were averaged to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio. PWI was recorded in eight cor-
onal slices thus covering the region of cortical lesion
and the surrounding area.

For each of the three pre-defined survival groups
(6 h, 48 h, and 7 days) a representative animal was
depicted with the quantitative T2 and ADC maps, the
T2W, DWI, and PWI as well as ATP distribution.

Image calculation and analysis

PWIs were calculated by subtracting the averaged
tagged image from the averaged untagged image using
homemade software written in IDL (Research Systems
Inc., Boulder, CO, USA). For compensation of signal
loss caused by the use of the surface receiver coil, the
difference image was then divided by the averaged
untagged image. Quantitative maps of the ADC were
calculated pixelwise based on the monoexponential
intravoxel incoherent motion model (5), while T2 maps
were calculated from the 16 acquired echoes. For par-
ameter map (T2 and ADC, respectively) calculations the
algorithms were applied as described before (7).

ROIs for the MRI parameters and the ATP-specific
bioluminescence images were selected in the cortex
(1mm2), thalamus (1mm2), and hippocampus (whole

area). The cortical ROI was placed in the center of
the cortical lesion. ROI analysis was carried out in
the affected, traumatized left hemisphere and in the
contralateral non-traumatized right hemisphere, using
the image analysis software ImageJ (Rasband, W.S.,
ImageJ, NIH, http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij). To ensure the
exact placement, all ROIs were selected and measured
based on histological findings. Based on the stereotaxic
atlas of the rat brain by Praxinos and Watson (20) the
best fitting histological sections, bioluminescence and
MR images were selected for analysis. Then, the
ROIs were identified in the histological section and
transferred to the MR image and the bioluminescence
image. The procedure was executed blinded by an
experienced radiologist.

Histology and bioluminescence imaging

At the end of the MRI measurements, the rat brains
were frozen using the funnel freezing method with
liquid nitrogen (21). Coronal 20 mm thick sections
were cut in a cryostat (CM1850 UV, Leica Biosystems
Nussloch GmbH, Nussloch, Germany) at �20�C.
Alternate sections were used for imaging the ATP con-
centration and for Hematoxylin-Eosin (HE) staining.
Sections intended for bioluminescence were freeze-
dried for 24 h at �20�C. ATP-specific bioluminescence
reaction was carried out as described previously (22).

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS statistical
software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Significant
differences were tested using the percentage difference
of the ROI values in cortex, hippocampus, and thal-
amus of the left and right hemisphere using Student’s
t-test. Composite neuroscore (NS) scores are expressed
as means� standard deviation (SD) and subjected to a
two-way ANOVA followed by a post-hoc Bonferroni
correction. Statistical significance was set at P< 0.05.

Results

All 12 animals survived the initial TBI via LFP and
could be subjected to MRI and subsequent analysis.
On average, animals lost about 10% of their initial
body weight during the first 2 days after impact, but
had recovered up to around 97 percent of their initial
body weight at day 7 after injury (data not shown).

Composite neuroscore (NS)

No differences were observed in the NS among intact
rats prior to injury with respect to forelimb flexion,
lateral pulsion, hind limb function, and baseline
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angles in the angle-board test. At 24 h post-injury a
significant level of severe neurological impairment was
detected in all animals (P< 0.005). Recovery of neuro-
motor function started during the first week post-
injury. Animals that survived for 7 days post injury
(n¼ 4) had regained some neuromotor function when
tested for forelimb flexion, lateral pulsion, hind limb
function, and baseline angles in the angle-board test
at 1 week after impact (Fig. 1).

Regional MRI parameter variations and ATP
concentrations

T2W hyperintensity and, therefore, quantitative T2
value increase was observed in all selected ROIs. This
T2 enhancement was most pronounced at acute and
subacute time points with maximum at 48 h after TBI
(Fig. 2). On day 7 after injury, this effect was hardly
distinguishable and only a slight enhancement in T2
signal intensity remained visible. Relative T2 increased
above the values of the contralateral non-injured hemi-
sphere (Fig. 3); corresponding values are listed in
Table 1 for all ROIs at all time points studied. T2
values were found to be statistically significant from
those of the contralateral non-injured hemisphere for
the cortex and thalamus at acute (6 h) and subacute
(48 h), and for the hippocampus at subacute time
points (P< 0.05).

DWI and ADC mapping

On the ADC images, no clearly distinguishable lesion
area could be observed. Upon visual inspection no

homogeneous area of ADC alteration between both
hemispheres was found in any of the selected ROIs
and at any time point studied (Fig. 2). ROI analysis
showed that ADC values scattered widely in the
lesioned areas. In some cases, this also resulted in vari-
able values in neighboring slices of the same animal
(data not shown). This situation of extreme ADC het-
erogeneity is reflected in the large standard deviation of
the ADC changes, in all ROIs and at all time points
studied (Fig. 3, Table 1). Quantitative analysis led to
rather small changes in ADC values with high standard
deviation due to variations across slices. No statistical
significance or even a clear trend towards increased or
decreased values as compared to non-injured contralat-
eral hemispheres was detected for all ROIs at all time
points studied.

PWI

PWI led to clearly detectable perfusion alterations in
the traumatic hemisphere (Fig. 2). Relative to the
contralateral non-injured cortex, the values decreased
to almost 20% of normal in the acute phase within
the injured ipsilateral cortex (4–6 h post injury;
P< 0.05). The tissue perfusion showed a very pro-
nounced increase above reference by almost 50% at
48 h after injury (P< 0.05), before decreasing again
by about 15% relative to reference at day 7 (Fig. 3,
Table 1). This pattern of reduction in the acute
phase, followed by an increase in the subacute
phase (48 h post injury) and then again a decrease
in the chronic phase at day 7 after injury is paralleled
but by far less pronounced and non-significant

Fig. 1. Results of the composite neuroscores (NSs) assessed at baseline, at 24 h, and at day 7 after injury. Significant reduction of

neuromotor function after TBI; recovery of some neuromotor function at 1 week after impact. Values are expressed as means;

P< 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.
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Fig. 3. Quantitative evaluation of MRI parameter and ATP changes for all ROIs at 6 h, 48 h, and at day 7 post injury. Quantitative

evaluation of the parameter changes in percent (%) relative to the homotopic region in the contralateral non-injured hemisphere. T2

values were statistically significant from those of the contralateral non-injured hemisphere at all time points except at day 7 post injury.

Values are expressed as means; P< 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

Fig. 2. Exemplar regional MRI parameter distributions and ATP concentration. Multiparameter presentation of the LFP induced TBI in

the rat. MRI parameters T2, ADC, DWI, and PWI are depicted together with bioluminescence imaging showing the regional ATP

distribution at the endpoint of the corresponding in vivo study. One representative animal from three different survival groups was

chosen for depiction of the time dependent changes of the pathophysiological processes. Perfusion images show a transient hyper-

perfusion in the lesioned cortex at 48 h. ATP images indicate small and transient reduction of the ATP level at the early time points at

6 h and 48 h only.
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changes in the two other ROIs, i.e. the thalamus and
the hippocampus.

ATP imaging for energy metabolism

A pronounced reduction in the ipsilateral cortical ATP
content of down to almost 30% relative to the contra-
lateral non-injured hemisphere was observed within the
acute (6 h) and subacute phases (48 h) post injury (Figs.
2, 3; Table 1). At day 7 after injury no relevant ATP
reduction was detectable. The changes in ATP content
in the two other ROIs, i.e. the thalamus and the hippo-
campus, were much less pronounced and non-signifi-
cant in both the acute and subacute phases after
injury as compared to the cortex. Normalization on
day 7 after injury was observed in both ROIs to the
same pattern as in the cortex.

Correlation of MR findings and cerebral energy state

The comparison of T2W images and cerebral ATP con-
centration led to a correlation between these two vari-
ables. Both parameters displayed coupled time course
behavior. The correlation coefficients were R2

¼ 0.2876
at 6 h post injury, R2

¼ 0.3859 at 48 h post injury, and
R2
¼ 0.0286 at day 7 post injury, respectively. Due to

the large variability of ADC values no correlation of
this MRI parameter with the energy metabolic state of
the tissue was calculated.

Histopathological examination

Histopathological evidence of tissue damage was pre-
dominantly seen in the ipsilateral cortex and corpus
callosum (Fig. 4). The damaged cortex showed areas
of deformation with infiltration of small microglia-
like cells, with only limited evidence of any hemor-
rhage. Also, in the hippocampus and thalamus, there
was evidence of neuronal loss in combination with infil-
tration of similar microglia-like cells (data not shown).
In detail, the histological analysis which was performed
6 h after TBI showed an involvement of the cortex and
the underlying white substance including the alveus of
the hippocampus. The white substance showed tears.
The maximal affected cortical area was pale. In
lamina II–IV, Nissl substance and nucleoli were out
of detection range. Thus, neurons could not be identi-
fied. Forty-eight hours after TBI the structure of the
affected cortical area did not show significant changes.
In all lamina (I–IV) an enhancement of small cell
nuclei, presumably astrocytes, could be detected.
Because of soaring tears the compactness of the white
substance seemed to be dissolved. In the hippocampus
formation the alveus was increasingly impaired and the
Ammon’s horn showed less cell density. In contrast, the
involved cortical area could not be exactly identified
because of the high cell density seven days after TBI
(Fig. 4). Compared to the contralateral cortex, the
number of neurons seemed to be lower and no vertical
cell columns were observed in the deeper lamina.

Table 1. Parameter changes in traumatically lesioned hemispheres relative to contralateral uninjured

hemispheres in percent for selected ROIs at all studied time points. Values are expressed as mean� SD;

*P< 0.05 was considered as statistically significant (between both hemispheres).

Time after

injury �T2 �ADC �PWI �ATP

Cortex 4 h 17.82� 10.71* �2.52� 8.35 �11.35� 15.61 �

5 h 21.49� 12.19* 3.96� 11.67 �19.14� 26.02 �

6 h 22.32� 13.19* 3.38� 14.51 �17.29� 7.13* �13.32� 8.36*

48 h 33.35� 8.9* 7.7� 10.69 46.54� 30.8* �26.72� 10.8*

7 days 3.57� 2.77 �0.48� 1.86 �15.04� 12.14* �1.51� 0.42*

Thalamus 4 h 2.95� 0.98* �1.5� 8.47 �9.73� 4.6* �

5 h 2.5� 0.48* �6.58� 11.41 �24.86� 23.86 �

6 h 2.32� 1.32* �1.73� 7.27 �10.25� 5.48* 2.68� 5.44

48 h 5.44� 1.96* �3.16� 6.98 4.55� 7.16 �2.38� 4.17

7 days �2.09� 1.37 �7.04� 9.52 1.41� 16.67 1.58� 3.37

Hippocampus 4 h 9.18� 6.2 �3.52� 8.7 �4.57� 3.34* �

5 h 9.49� 8.18 1.56� 4.87 �11.51� 6.87* �

6 h 10.76� 8.98 5.85� 8.54 �9.41� 15.12 �4.55� 12.88

48 h 7.45� 3.15* �4.27� 6.27 5.09� 15.12 �1.58� 3.23

7 days 0.38� 6.26 �0.34� 2.74 �4.29� 14.86 0.59� 4.56
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Massive infiltrates of small cells in the white substance
below the cortical damage were striking. These findings
corresponded well to the signal intensity changes seen
in T2 maps at the same neuroanatomical level.

Discussion

In the last decade, bioenergetic behavior as a marker in
monitoring disease development and drug effect was
focused to receive more information of (sub)cellular
bioenergetics in the brain. Metabolic changes during
brain hypoxia resulted in energetic failure and subse-
quently in neuronal dysfunction and membrane break-
down (14,15).

Moderate to mild damage was observed as reflected
by transient, but pronounced development of vasogenic
edema and perfusion reduction. The heterogeneous
ADC patterns indicated a parallel, but mixed expres-
sion of vasogenic and cytotoxic edema. When perfusion

falls below a critical threshold, cellular energy metab-
olism is disrupted, ionic membrane pumps fail, and
osmotic cellular swelling occurs. The dynamic process
of a moderate edema development is reflected by the
ensuing T2 enhancement which has a pronounced max-
imum in the cortex at 48 h after TBI. The following
decrease at 7 days indicated a resolvement of edema
within this week. In the hippocampus and thalamus, a
weaker T2 increase was expressed during the first 2 days
that completely resolved again after 1 week. T2
enhancement must be interpreted as reflecting a net
water increase in the tissue volume under inspection.
This came about by vasogenic edema formation due
to blood–brain barrier disturbance but might also be
affected by water accumulation in cystic structures
within glial conversional processes. While ipsilateral
thalamus and hippocampus remained widely, but not
completely, unaffected, it would be highly interesting to
study how the severity of tissue damage in the cortex

Fig. 4. Representative HE-stained coronal brain sections for three survival time points. The mid-column shows complete coronal

brain sections through the center of the inflicted lesion. The cortical ROIs for both injured (left) and non-injured hemispheres (right)

are exemplified for the section obtained at 6 h after impact and are depicted in the upper-central panel. The two lateral columns show

higher magnifications of the indicated ROIs. The tissue damage was predominantly seen in the corpus callosum and ipsilateral cortex.

The latter showed areas of deformation with infiltration of small microglia-like cells, with only limited evidence of any hemorrhage.
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and more widespread in deeper brain structures would
be influenced by a stepwise increase of the percussion
impact intensity.

All these results corresponded with recent studies of
Albensi (23) and Alsop (11), and indicated that the time
course of T2 enhancement for the moderate fluid per-
cussion injury had indeed two maxima at 24 h and 48 h
after TBI. This probably demonstrated the edema for-
mation and – after resolvement of the edema and con-
sequent T2 normalization - a further enhancement 2
weeks after TBI showing glial alterations and cyst for-
mation, accompanied by secondary T2 increase, in full
analogy with the cystic transformation after ischemic
insult (24). Previous reports from our group also
show evidence of glial alterations and cyst formation
2 weeks after moderate fluid percussion injury (18,25).

Brain edema is defined as an abnormal accumulation
of fluid within the brain parenchyma. When it occurs as
a consequence to blood-brain barrier disturbance, it has
been classified as vasogenic edema (4,26). It is a
common problem in cerebral ischemia in which a dis-
turbance or breakdown of energy metabolism leads to a
breakdown of the ionic homeostasis and a consequent
increase of the intracellular fluid content (4,7,8). DWI
has been noted to detect the early cascade of ischemic
events beginning with the formation of cytotoxic edema
with the breakdown of cellular energy metabolism. This
process is reflected by a decrease of the apparent diffu-
sion coefficient ADC (7). An increased ADC, on the
other hand, is related to vasogenic edema (4,27).

In the present investigation a mixture of vasogenic
and cytotoxic edema in parallel may, however, lead to
an ADC increase partially compensated by a parallel
development of ADC reduction. Depending on the
relative pronouncement of these two competing pro-
cesses, the experimentally observed ADC may become
rather heterogeneous with spatial variation between ele-
vated and decreased values. Indeed, recent clinical and
experimental studies suggested that the role of vaso-
genic edema in TBI may have been overemphasized
and cytotoxic edema play an important part (4,27).
However, this remains controversial: some authors regis-
tered an initial increase in ADC after TBI (28–30).
Others showed an initially decreased ADC which was
followed by increased value (11,23). Therefore, the
time course of both edema processes (contributing com-
petitively to the experimentally observed ADC value)
may strongly depend on the particular TBI model used
and on the lesion severity inflicted by the model.

On perfusion-weighted MR images a perfusion
reduction was notable during the first 6 h after TBI
followed by a hyperperfusion at 48 h. Seven days after
TBI, perfusion was reduced again. Cerebral hyperten-
sion is followed by endothelial damage and distribution
of vasogenics, which lead to vascular constriction by

vasoactive substances (31,32). This vasoconstriction is,
furthermore, associated with an insufficient production
of vasodilatating substances (30). Further explanations
may be vasospasm following subarachnoidal hemor-
rhage or vasoactive effects associated with subdural
hemorrhage (15), although hemorrhages were not
detectable in the MR images and not observed in hist-
ology either. Brain edema may also contribute to the
reduced cerebral perfusion. It may be assumed that an
initial vasoconstriction is followed by a vasodilatation
through delayed distribution of vasodilatating agents
or vasoparalysis after initial spasm (31).

Pronounced reduction of ATP content was found to
be limited to the cortical lesion area within the first
48 h. In the other ispilateral ROIs (thalamus and hippo-
campus) ATP level was not significantly reduced at any
time. As the cortical ATP reduction occurred in parallel
with the development of the vasogenic edema with its
strongest expression at 48 h, it may safely be assumed
that part of this ATP reduction was actually due to
some moderate brain swelling which would result in
an apparent dilution of the substrate ATP (lesser cells
per unit volume) (31). Nevertheless, this dilution would
not account for the whole reduction, but some loss was
observed. Cell death due to an ischemic situation, is
unlikely a perfusion reduction of about 20% of
higher relative to the normal, contralateral hemisphere.
This reduction in blood flow did not lead to serious
tissue damage and thus cannot alone explain a lowered
ATP level. This ATP reduction could be transient only,
and full recovery may be in parallel with the resolution
of the edema. Alternatively, and more likely, the glial
scar formation, as seen on the histological sections,
might lead to a (partial) cell volume replacement of
the neurons lost in the wake of the percussion. Thus,
the invading microglia may compensate the ATP con-
tent in the ROI under investigation thus falsely indicat-
ing that a normal ATP content reflects a full neuronal
tissue recovery.

If the additional measurement of energy metabolism
may thus contribute to the exact differentiation
between the two types of edema remains still specula-
tive and warrants further investigation. Clinically, the
imaging distinction between vasogenic and cytotoxic
edema can be very useful in disorders where both
coexist. Distinguishing vasogenic edema from cytotoxic
edema in these disorders may be important for deter-
mining patient prognosis after appropriate therapy.
Diffusion properties can aid in differentiating these
two entities since vasogenic edema, characterized by
an increase in more mobile extracellular water, results
in elevated ADC, while the cytotoxic edema, for exam-
ple after ischemia, exhibits reduced ADC. It is note-
worthy, that vasogenic edema may sometimes appear
slightly hyper intense on DWI, despite the elevation of
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ADC, due to T2 shine-through effects, again illustrat-
ing the increased specificity of ADC maps for true
reduced diffusion.

We are aware of some limitations in this study. The
apparent strength of ADC being highly sensitive to
both vasogenic and cytotoxic edema resulted in highly
heterogeneous pattern of expression of both edematous
tissue regions. It would have been interesting to follow
the development and/or resolution of these edema types
over time. For this analysis, intra-individual longitu-
dinal recording of highly resolved ADC together with
careful image mapping onto a standardized, high-reso-
lution rat brain template would be necessary. However,
as different cohorts of animals were used for different
survival times after lesion impact, such longitudinal,
spatio-temporal analysis of the ADC changes have
not been possible. A similar limitation is related to
the correlation of the anatomical tissue damage on
histological sections with the MRI alterations.
However, histological staining had to be performed
on frozen tissue sections due to the necessary funnel
freezing to preserve the in vivo metabolic state of the
brain. The consequent lower histological quality made
detailed regional correlation with T2 changes on MR
images impossible. Future studies will be designed to
provide intra-individual longitudinal studies of repeti-
tive MRI including endpoint correlation with high
quality histological staining obtained after perfusion
fixation of the brains.

In conclusion, in our model of LFP-induced TBI we
have described for the first time regionally highly het-
erogeneous distribution of vasogenic and cytotoxic
edema, as reflected by the patchy patterns of increased
and decreased ADC values, respectively. Regional dis-
tribution of T2 relaxometric changes were found to
agree well with histological tissue damage in cortex,
thalamus, and hippocampus. Interestingly, breakdown
of energy metabolism shown to be only transient within
the 1 week observation period must be cautiously inter-
preted as due to glial formation in these regions but not
full neuronal recovery. Future longitudinal studies will
be able to build on the present findings to further unra-
vel the regionally heterogeneous edema development
and cell death.
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